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Introduction  

 

Here we describe how we would like authors to prepare their paper for Lutra. Following these 

guidelines will greatly increase the chance a paper will be accepted for review and publication. 

Complying with the style and format also reduces the time required for editing and speeds up 

the publication process. Please use a recent article of Lutra (available from 

www.zoogdiervereniging.nl) for additional information on style and format. 

 

 

General information 

 

Lutra is a scientific journal published by the Dutch Mammal Society (Zoogdiervereniging). The 

society is dedicated to the study and protection of native mammals in the Benelux region. Lutra 

publishes peer reviewed scientific papers on mammals across all disciplines, but tends to focus 

on ecology, biogeography, behaviour and morphology. Although exceptions are made in some 

cases, Lutra generally publishes articles on mammal species native to Europe, including marine 

mammals. Lutra publishes full articles as well as short notes which may include novel research 

methods or remarkable observations of mammals. In addition we publish book reviews. Lutra 

publishes two issues per year and these are sent to subscribers in 15 countries in Europe, North 

America, Africa and Australia. Lutra back issues are also available from the Dutch Mammal 

Society website: https://www.zoogdiervereniging.nl/meer-weten/publicaties/scientific-journal-

lutra. 

 

 

Language 

 

Lutra publishes in British English (preferred) and in Dutch. English manuscripts are 

accompanied by a Dutch summary, at the end, and Dutch manuscripts by an English summary. 

Should you be unable to provide a summary in Dutch, the editorial board will write it for you.  



 

 

Title, authors, abstract and keywords 

 

The title of the manuscript should describe the subject of the research. It should be 

informative, not exceed 15 words, and subtitles should be avoided.  

A number in superscript is used to link the name of an author to the address that 

appears directly below. Provide the first names, surnames and full postal addresses of all the 

authors and state both the address where an author was employed during the study and the 

present address if they differ. An e-mail address is only required for the corresponding author. 

 A reader should be able to understand the contents of the article from just reading the 

abstract. The abstract should include a description of the problem or the hypothesis, the 

general approach of the study, its main results, and the most important conclusions. For full 

articles use 200-250 words. For short notes an abstract is not required, but if desired it should 

be 100-150 words. The Dutch summary has a maximum of 400 words for full articles and 250 

for short notes. The abstract is generally written in the past tense. You can use numbers in the 

abstract, especially to specify the results. In general you should not use P-values or other 

statistical expressions in the abstract. The same accounts for citing references. 

 You may use up to ten different keywords or short phrases that best identify the 

manuscript. Overlap with the title or abstract is allowed. Keywords may be based on the main 

subject or species, the study area, materials or methods and variables measured. 

 

 

Body of the manuscript 

 

The body of a manuscript should generally follow the standard scientific format: introduction, 

materials and methods, results, discussion, and conclusion. When appropriate you may 

subdivide the text with second or even third level headings.  

The introduction should clearly state what was investigated and why it was 

investigated. It should generally include relevant references to other scientific literature that 

provide a background for the study. The introduction should lead the reader to the objective 

and the approach of the study. 

 The materials and methods section should include study area(s), dates or duration of 

the study, sampling schemes or experimental design, and a section on statistical analyses.  



Well known or previously published procedures should only be mentioned briefly with a 

reference to the original publication or other relevant literature. Please state if laws or 

regulations on animal welfare applied and how these were met. 

 The results should only contain the actual results of the study. Do not interpret the 

results in this section. The results are generally written around figures and tables and are 

presented in the past tense. Avoid repetition but integrate the most important or interesting  

results in the text. 

 The discussion generalises the results and discusses them in relation to the objectives 

or hypotheses stated in the introduction. Do not repeat the results, only comment on the most 

important aspects. It is not necessary to discuss every aspect of the manuscript, but do indicate 

the limitations of your study. Cite literature that confirms or contradicts the results and 

explain possible contradictions. Always be clear whether you discuss the results of the present 

study or those of others. In general, the discussion should not have any tables or figures, nor a 

specific reference to one already presented in the results section. The conclusion should 

summarise the main results and describe what they mean to science or what their management 

implications are.  

 

 

Tables, figures and photographs 

 

Do not use more tables and figures than necessary. The tables, figures and text should not 

overlap. In general you should refer to tables and figures at the end of a sentence between 

brackets: (figure 1) or (table 1). Tables and figures (including photographs) and their 

accompanying text should be self-explanatory, i.e. the reader should be able to understand 

them without having to read the main text. Photographs should also be accompanied by the 

name of the photographer. You may use footnotes with both figures and tables. Use tables if 

you need to show precise numbers and use figures if you want to illustrate a general 

relationship between variables. Figures can also show a map of the study area, the 

experimental design or other illustrations that are useful additions to the text. Use a scale bar 

to depict the units of measurement or distance.  

Use the table function in Word to create tables. In tables, put the treatments that you 

want to compare in rows. In general, variables should be in columns. Keep figures as simple 

as possible and avoid large areas with white space. Use simple symbols or patterns. Photos 



should be at least 1600 pixels wide (horizontally). Make sure you obtain permission from the 

copyright holder. 

 Tables and figures (including photographs) are either one or two columns wide. Please 

prepare your tables and figures in such a way that the axis titles remain readable. Use the 

"times new roman" font for the axis titles, legend and possible footnote. Axis titles start with a 

capital letter and have no point at the end. 

 You may also submit photographs you think would be suitable for the cover of a Lutra 

issue.  

 

 

Acknowledgements and references 

 

Briefly state who contributed to the work and how. You may acknowledge the help of people 

as well as the support of organisations. In addition you may name the individuals that 

reviewed your manuscript, or thank anonymous reviewers. 

 All literature cited in the paper should be listed in the references and the reference list 

should not include literature not cited in the text. List the references in alphabetical order by 

author's surnames and then order them by year of publication. Do not use tabs in the lay-out 

of the reference text. Do not use abbreviations for journal names and do not give page 

numbers for books. Use "thesis" when you refer to a MSc, BSc or PhD publication. If you list 

a publication published in a language with a different character set such as Russian or 

Chinese, please give an English translation, and state the original language between brackets. 

Only name the first location if a publisher has offices in more than one city. Use the full name 

of the country, but abbreviate United Kingdom and United States of America: UK and USA.  

 

Journals 

Barandun, J. 1991. Amphibienschutz an Bahnlinien. Natur und Landschaft 66: 305. 

 

Bishop, A.M., J. Onoufriou, S. Moss, P.P. Pomeroy & S.D. Twiss 2016. Cannibalism by a 

male grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) in the North Sea. Aquatic Mammals 42: 137–143. DOI: 

10.1578/AM.42.2.2016.137 

 



de Boer, W.F., S. van de Koppel, H.J. de Knegt & J.J.A. Dekker 2013. Hibernation site 

requirements of bats in man-made hibernacula in a spatial context. Ecological Applications 23 

(2): 502–514. https://doi.org/10.1890/1051-0761-23.2.502 

 

Books 

Barrett, G.W. & J.D. Peles (eds) 1999. Landscape ecology of small mammals. Springer, New  

York, USA.  

 

Miller, D.L. 2007. Reproductive Biology and Phylogeny of Cetacea. Whales, Dolphins and 

Porpoises. Volume 7. CRC Press, Boca Raton, USA. 

 

Proceedings / Chapters 

Clevenger, A.P. 1998. Permeability of the Trans-Canada Highway to wildlife in Banff  

National Park: importance of crossing structures and factors influencing their effectiveness. 

In: G.L. Evink, P. Garrett, D. Zeigler & J. Berry (eds). Proceedings of the international 

conference on wildlife ecology and transportation: 109-119. FL-ER-69-98. Florida 

Department of Transportation, Tallahassee, USA. 

 

Racey, P.A. & A.C. Entwistle 2000. Life-history and reproductive strategies of bats. In: E.G. 

Crichton & P.H. Krutzsch (eds). Reproductive biology of bats: 363– 414. Academic Press, 

London, UK.  

 

Reports 

Jansen, E.A., H.J.G.A. Limpens & M. Schillemans 2014. Automated monitoring of bats in 

hibernacula. Methods, strengths and shortcomings. Report 2014.09. Bureau van de 

Zoogdiervereniging, Nijmegen, the Netherlands.  

 

Shkedy, Y. & B. Shalmon 1997. Evaluating open landscapes in the Negev Desert, and the  

implications on military activity. Nature Reserves Authority, Jerusalem, Israel. [In Hebrew 

with English summary]. 

 

Theses 



Meerburg, B.G. 2001. The effects of nature-oriented ditch management in farming systems.  

MSc thesis. Animal Production Systems Group, Department of Animal Sciences, Wageningen 

University, Wageningen, the Netherlands. 

 

Verboom, B. 1998. The use of edge habitats by commuting and foraging bats. PhD thesis. 

Wageningen Agricultural University, Wageningen, the Netherlands. 

 

Internet 

Anonymous 1999. The world fact book. Central Intelligence Agency, Washington DC, USA.  

URL: http://cliffie.nosc.ml./~NAWFB/country.html; viewed 4 June 2000 

 

St. Clair, C.C., M. Bélisle, A. Desrochers & S. Hannon 1998. Winter responses of forest  

birds to habitat corridors and gaps. Conservation Ecology [online] 2 (2): 13. URL: 

http://www.consecol.org/vol2/iss2/art13; viewed 24 February 2000 

 

European Climate Assessment & Dataset (ECA&D) project 2021. 

https://www.ecad.eu/dailydata/index.php 

 

 

Style and format  

 

Write as clear, concise and simple as possible and avoid long or complicated sentences. The 

sections materials and methods, and results are generally written in the past tense. Avoid 

constructions that use passive verbs. Do not use statements such as "The results are in table 1" 

but write for example "Males had higher body weight than females (table 1)". For further 

suggestions you may want to consult other publications on how to write scientific papers. 

Reference citations are normally placed at the end of a sentence. If there is only one 

author, the surname is followed by the year of publication without a comma: (Saucy 2019). 

For two authors the format is: (Steck & Brinkmann 2015) and for three or more authors the 

format is: (Blomberg et al. 2021). A series of reference citations is separated by commas. 

They are first arranged in chronological order and then put in alphabetical order: (Reeve & 

Huijser 1999, Gula & Johnson 2000). If the publication is still in print you should write: 

(Weinreich, in press). If you refer to unpublished data or personal comments ask the person 



for permission first. Once you have obtained permission cite the person as: (E.S. Bakker, 

unpublished data) or (C.P. Doncaster, personal communication).  

Please use bold or italic font only when appropriate, e.g. in paragraph headings or for 

scientific names. When you name a species for the first time in the text you use the English 

name, depending on the language of the article, followed by the scientific name in brackets 

and in italics: pine marten (Martes martes). The common name of a species is written in small 

font, unless grammar rules demand otherwise: e.g. when the species' name includes the name 

of a person or geographic region. Thus it is ‘house mouse’ instead of ‘House Mouse’, but 

‘Pyrenean pine vole’, ‘Norway rat’, ‘Asian chipmunk’, ‘European ground squirrel’, 

‘Bechstein’s bat’ and ‘Nathusius’ pipistrelle’. Do not underline words in the text and avoid 

foot notes as much as possible. 

 For measurement units use the metric system according to the Système Internationale 

d'unités (SI). For Lutra commonly used statistical symbols have the following format: df 

(degrees of freedom), F (variance ratio), n (sample size), P (probability), r (coefficient of 

correlation), sd (standard deviation), se (standard error), t (Student t-test statistic), χ2 (chi-

square test statistic).  

 Use digits for numbers from 13 and up, and use words for numbers up to twelve. If a 

number is part of a measurement unit use digits: 7 g or 2.5 km. Also use digits in series of 

numbers: “The number of cubs was 14, 8 and 21 in consecutive years”. If a number is the first 

part of a sentence spell it out: "Fourteen animals lost their radio transmitter during the course 

of the study". Use digits in dates, except for the month; write this in full. Not “1-7-2000” but 

“1 July 2000”. If desired one may write dates all in digits in tables or figures, but the day 

should always precede the month. 

 Avoid abbreviations. Long names of organisations should be written in full the first 

time, followed by an abbreviation between brackets: Zoogdiervereniging (VZZ). Use only the 

abbreviation after the first reference.  

Use the entire width of the page; do not prepare your manuscript in two columns. Do  

not hyphenate words at the right margin and use only left justified text. The two columns and 

the hyphens at the end of a line first appear in the proof prints. Prepare your manuscript on A4 

sized pages with 2.5 cm margins and double space between the lines. The first page should 

show the title, authors and authors' addresses. The page that follows after that starts with the 

abstract, immediately followed by the keywords and the body of the manuscript.  

Tables and accompanying text should be placed at the end of the manuscript. The text 

accompanying figures and photographs follows the tables. The figures and photographs 



should be on separate pages that should also show the figure number and the name of the first 

author. 

 

 

Submitting a paper 

 

The editorial board strongly advises you to have your manuscript critically reviewed by 

colleagues before you submit your manuscript. 

When submitting a paper please state that the manuscript has not been published or 

submitted elsewhere. Please submit your manuscript by e-mail to: 

lutra@zoogdiervereniging.nl.  

Prepare your manuscript in ‘Word’. Put your tables (preferably in Word) and figures 

(preferably in Excel) in separate files. 

There are no page charges for Lutra. 

 

 The procedure for reviewing a paper submitted to Lutra is as follows: 

 

1. Submit your manuscript. 

2. You will promptly receive confirmation of the arrival of your manuscript.  

3. Your paper will be reviewed by the editorial board to establish if the subject is suitable for 

Lutra and if the paper is of sufficient quality for peer review. 

4. If so, your paper will be reviewed by two peers. You will also be given the name of the 

corresponding editor responsible for reviewing and editing your paper. The corresponding 

editor bases her/his decision on whether to accept or reject the paper on the reviews of the 

peers. Unless the reviewers wish otherwise they will remain anonymous. Very few papers 

are accepted without a request for a minor or major revision. You should generally be 

informed within two months after submitting your manuscript. 

5. Together with the review reports you will receive a form concerning the transfer of 

copyright to the publisher (Dutch Mammal Society). Fill this form out and send it back to 

the managing editor of Lutra (address is mentioned on the form). 

6. You should promptly inform the corresponding editor whether you intend to carry out the 

minor or major revision of the manuscript within two months.  



7. Send the revised manuscript directly to the corresponding editor. If you feel some 

suggestions were incorrect or undesirable please explain your views in an accompanying 

letter. 

8. The corresponding editor will evaluate the changes in the manuscript based on the original 

report and your accompanying letter and make his or her final decision. 

9. If your manuscript is accepted for publication it will be edited for printing and you will 

receive a proof print of your manuscript. This may take several months. Please check the 

proof carefully for typesetting errors or editorial mistakes. 

10. Shortly after publication you will receive a pdf of your paper and a printed copy of Lutra 

for each author. Extra copies can be ordered at € 7.50 each. 


